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Introduces all aspects of digital communications, emphasizing voice applications and digitization,
digital transmission and switching, network synchronization, control and analysis. Non-technical in
the traditional (analytical) sense of communications theory, it stresses the application and
operational aspects of communications and system design. Topical discussions in this Second
Edition explore new terminology, the advantages and disadvantages of using digital voice networks,
the functions and uses of digital radio and fiber optical transmission systems and an analysis of
traffic patterns in the digital communications network. New equations and traffic tables, a revised
glossary of terms, an up-to-date bibliography and an expanded index enhance and complete this
book.
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I teach communications concepts and have found this book to be the single most valuable book in
my pursuit of knowledge. Every subject I've needed more information on is covered. Most subjects
are explained with a good understanding of communications and concepts assumed by the
author...a strong math background would also be helpful. All in all I have yet to find a better all
around book that encompasses the communications field as well as Digital Telephony does.

I must admit up front that I'm a long time fan of Dr. Bellamy's book "Digital Telephony" having
extensively used the second edition. That edition still sits on my shelf, filled with yellow highlights
and stick-on tabs with notes indicating certain areas of the book. I had reviewed that edition with
praise, only mentioning that the book needed an update. When the third edition was released, I
immediately bought a copy.There just isn't another book (at least none I've found) that explains how
the telephone network "works". The book covers everything, from speech coding, to modulation, to
switching, and more. If your work requires that you have an understanding of the network, this is the
book for you.The third edition continues to provide this broad view of the public network, adding or
expanding coverage of newer areas such as ATM and optical communications.I highly recommend
this book to all communications engineers and network professionals.

Dr. Bellamy's book covers almost all aspects of how the digital telephone network works, including
voice processing, codecs, switching, and traffic analysis. I don't know any other book that focuses
on the public telephone network like this one. Personally, I've learned a great deal from this book my copy is dog-eared with lots of notes and yellow highlights. Whenever I need to know something
about the network, this is the first place I turn to. The only shortcoming of the book is its age
(published 1991). There is no coverage of voice over IP or voice over ATM, for example. Perhaps
Dr. Bellamy will do a third edition soon. Please note that this book is not intended for a lay audience.
It assumes a level of knowledge equivalent to an electrical engineering degree. All in all, an
excellent text which can be used for learning and for reference.

This book is a top notch treastie on the fundamentals of digital telephony. This books offers an
excellent high level overview of the history of the telephony network and the migration to a nearly all
digital network including detailed coverage of all aspects and issues of the modern digital systems.
As you advance through the chapters of the book it covers each topic is a well balanced amount of
detail while providing insight into not only "how", by "why".The book is very well referenced and
researched and can serve as a 'root node' for further investigation on nearly any digital telephony
related topic. While the book is not particularly light reading, it is extremely well written and I would
highly recommend it to both beginngers and experts alike.

Agree with the previous review. Only problem IS the books is already a little outdated, however, one
hardly needs an electrical engineering degree to understand the content. I had no problems
understanding it, and all my background comes from a Physics and Comp Sci background. Even

so, the author makes a wonderful attempt at explaining most everything. Good book overall to
understand, from a historical and technical prespective, the public telco network in the U.S.
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